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Abstract

Building an application that processes perceptual inputs involves more than running an ML model. Developers have to harness the capabilities of a wide range of devices; balance resource usage and quality of results; run multiple operations in parallel and with pipelining; and ensure that time-series data is properly synchronized. The MediaPipe framework addresses these challenges. A developer can use MediaPipe to easily and rapidly combine existing and new perception components into prototypes and advance them to polished cross-platform applications. The developer can configure an application built with MediaPipe to manage resources efficiently (both CPU and GPU) for low latency performance, to handle synchronization of time-series data such as audio and video frames and to measure performance and resource consumption. We show that these features enable a developer to focus on the algorithm or model development, and use MediaPipe as an environment for iteratively improving their application, with results reproducible across different devices and platforms. MediaPipe will be open-sourced at https://github.com/google/mediapipe.

1. Introduction

To enable augmented reality (AR), a typical application processes sensory data such as video and audio at high frame rates to enhance the user experience. Modifying such a perception application to incorporate additional processing steps or inference models can be difficult due to excessive coupling between steps. Further, developing the same application for different platforms is time consuming as it usually involves optimizing inference and processing steps to run correctly and efficiently on a target device.

MediaPipe addresses these challenges by abstracting and connecting individual perception models into maintainable pipelines. With MediaPipe, a perception pipeline can be built as a graph of modular components, including, for instance, inference models and media processing functions. Sensory data such as audio and video streams enter the graph, and perceived descriptions such as object detection results or face landmark annotations leave the graph. An example is shown in Figure 1.

Graphs of operations are used in projects such as TensorFlow [1], PyTorch [4], CNTK [5] or MXNet [2] to define a neural network model. MediaPipe takes a complementary role: our graphs do not define the internals of a neural network, but instead specify larger-scale pipelines in which one or model models are embedded.

OpenCV 4.0 introduced the Graph API (G-API) [3] which allows specifications of sequences of OpenCV image processing operations in the form of a graph. However, MediaPipe allows operations on arbitrary data types and provides native support for streaming time-series data.

Figure 1: Object detection using MediaPipe.
2. Basic Concepts

MediaPipe consists of three main parts: (1) a framework for inference from sensory data, (2) a set of tools for performance evaluation, (3) a collection of reusable inference and processing components.

A pipeline is defined as a directed graph of components, where each component is a Calculator. Developers can define custom calculators. The graph description is specified via a GraphConfig protocol buffer and then run using a Graph object.

In a graph, data flows through each calculator via data Streams. The basic data unit in MediaPipe is a Packet. A stream carries a sequence of packets with monotonically increasing timestamps. Calculators and streams together define a data-flow graph. Each stream in a graph maintains its own queue to allow the receiving graph node to consume packets at its own pace.

Changes to the pipeline to add or remove components can be made by updating the GraphConfig file. A developer can also configure global graph-level settings to modify graph execution and resource consumption in this file. This is useful for tuning the performance of the graph on different platforms (e.g., on desktop vs. on mobile).

3. Usage Examples

Object Detection  A common requirement for AR applications is real-time object detection from a live camera feed. Depending on the target device platform, running ML-based object detection at a full frame rate (e.g., 30 FPS) can require high resource consumption or be potentially infeasible due to long inference times. An alternative is to apply object detection to a temporally sub-sampled stream of frames and propagate the detection results, i.e., bounding boxes and the corresponding class labels, to all frames using a lightweight tracker. For optimal performance, tracking and detection should be run in parallel, so the tracker is not blocked by the detector and can process every frame. This perception pipeline can be easily implemented with MediaPipe, as presented in the example graph in Figure 1.

There are two branches in the beginning of the graph: a slow branch for detection and a fast branch for tracking. Calculators for these tasks can be configured to run on parallel threads with the specification of executors in the pipeline’s graph configuration.

In the detection branch, a frame-selection node picks a subset of frames on which to run the detection model (based on its decision on, e.g., a frequency limit, or scene-change analysis), dropping the rest. The object-detection node uses an ML model and the associated label map to perform inference on the incoming selected frames using an inference engine (e.g., TFLite [6]) and outputs detection results.

In parallel to the detection branch, the tracking branch updates earlier detections and advances their locations to the current camera frame.

After detection, the detection-merging node compares results and merges them with detections from earlier frames, removing duplicate results based on their location in the frame and/or class proximity.

The detection-merging node operates on the same frame that the new detections were derived from. This is automatically handled by the framework as it aligns the timestamps of the two sets of detection results before they are processed together. The node also sends merged detections back to the tracker to initialize new tracking targets if needed.

For visual display, the detection-annotation node adds overlays with the annotations representing the merged detections on top of the camera frames, and the synchronization between the annotations and camera frames is automatically handled by the framework before drawing takes place in this calculator. The result is an annotated viewfinder output, as seen in Figure 2. The output may be slightly delayed (e.g., by a couple of frames), but the frame rate remains smooth and all annotations are correctly synchronized.

Face Landmark Detection and Segmentation  Face landmark estimation is another common perception application. Figure 3 shows a MediaPipe graph that performs face landmark detection along with portrait segmentation.

To reduce the computational load needed to run both tasks simultaneously, one strategy is to apply the tasks on two disjoint subsets of frames. This can be done easily in MediaPipe using a demultiplexing node that splits the packets in the input stream into interleaving subsets of packets, with each subset going into a separate output stream.

To derive the detected landmarks and segmentation masks on all frames, the landmarks and masks are temporally interpolated across frames. The target timestamps for interpolation are simply those of all incoming frames. Fi-
Figure 3: Face landmark detection and segmentation using MediaPipe.

Finally, for visualization the annotations from the two tasks are overlaid onto the camera frames, with the three streams automatically synchronized when entering the annotation node. A snapshot of the visual annotation is shown in Figure 4.

The pipeline can be further accelerated with GPU compute while reusing most of the pipeline configuration. For example, the face-landmark-detection node can switch to a GPU-based implementation, using a GPU inference engine (e.g., \[7\]). Additionally, temporal resampling and annotation can also have a GPU-based implementation. Together with the GPU support embedded in the framework, the entire data flow and compute can stay on the GPU end-to-end, avoiding bottlenecks commonly observed from GPU-to-CPU data transfer. Furthermore, it is also straightforward to leverage heterogeneous computing with the detection branch being computed on GPU while in parallel the segmentation branch is running on CPU.

4. Tooling and Platforms

MediaPipe offers developer tools to inspect the run-time behavior of graphs and analyze their performance.

The MediaPipe tracer module follows individual data packets across a graph and records timing events along the way. The MediaPipe visualizer tool can help developers understand the overall behavior of their pipelines by visualizing the recorded timing events. The visualizer also offers a detailed view of the topology of the graph and lets a user observe the full state of the graph, its calculators and packets being processed, at any point in time.

MediaPipe facilitates the deployment of perception technology into applications on a wide variety of hardware platforms. MediaPipe supports GPU compute and rendering nodes, and allows combining multiple GPU nodes, as well as mixing them with CPU based nodes. GPU nodes can be built using various APIs (e.g., OpenGL ES or Metal); CPU nodes can use popular image processing nodes such as OpenCV.

5. Conclusion

As newer devices with sophisticated CPUs and GPUs surface in the mobile market, it has become challenging for developers to quickly build and experiment with AR applications that utilize the hardware efficiently. In this paper, we introduced MediaPipe, a framework for building a perception pipeline as a graph of reusable components called calculators.

MediaPipe makes it easy to build a perception pipeline, optimize and improve it using its rich configuration language and performance evaluation tools. As shown in the above use cases, a developer can conveniently define custom calculators, configure their graph to use resources efficiently, and process media streams in parallel and at different rates to perform a complicated task in real-time. It is easy to reuse the calculators in different pipelines across successive applications as they share a common interface oriented around time-series data. The pipelines can run on a variety of platforms, enabling the developer to build the application on workstations and then deploy it on mobile.

A key element of MediaPipe’s success is the ecosystem of reusable calculators and graphs. We have built and shipped many successful AR applications across millions of users using this framework, such as planar object tracking, augmented face effect filters, and real-time object augmentation.
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